
Facebook

1. Creating business pages through your Facebook Manager Account
2. Designing a cover and profile photo
3. Adding brand images
4. Changing your business page template
5. Creating a call-to-action button
6. Updating page information
7. Creating status posts
8. Creating and sharing video content
9. Scheduling content through the Creator Studio
10. Installing the Facebook Pixel
11. Advertising for leads
12. Connecting your CRM to your advertising
13. Setting up autoresponder for ad leads
14. Creating a pivot table of advertising responses
15. Creating a custom ads report
16. Raising money for a good cause
17. Selling products or services through a Facebook Page
18. Sharing and promoting upcoming events
19. Sharing updates on your most popular products
20. Promoting new products, seasonal offers, and special deals
21. Posting links to direct customers to your business’s website
22. Sharing linked posts
23. Creating job posts for prospective employees
24. Creating live content with Facebook Live
25. Posting content to Facebook Stories
26. Setting up Facebook Shops
27. Boosting posts as an Ads Manager to reach more followers
28. Monitoring Facebook Page Insights
29. Responding to messages on Facebook Messenger
30. Replying to comments on posts
31. Analyzing ad performance metrics

Twitter

32. Building a strong profile
33. Updating Twitter account information
34. Uploading brand content
35. Posting on-brand messages
36. Using hashtags in your posts
37. Following similar brands
38. Tagging relevant accounts
39. Conducting polls to engage followers



40. Hosting Twitter contests to boost following
41. Posting information about upcoming events
42. Retweeting posts that mention your brand
43. Promoting your business’s blog content
44. Sharing and commenting on influencer content
45. Responding to replies from followers
46. Participating in Twitter chats
47. Using memes to attract followers
48. Checking Twitter Analytics
49. Sharing article links relevant to your followers
50. Announcing job openings
51. Creating a Twitter Ads account
52. Analyzing your Twitter ad campaigns
53. Monitoring trending topics for engagement opportunities

LinkedIn

54. Creating a LinkedIn page
55. Updating your LinkedIn profile and banner
56. Including business information on your LinkedIn page
57. Encouraging employees to add your company to their LinkedIn profile
58. Inviting connections to follow your page
59. Creating a target audience for advertising
60. Answering questions from followers
61. Running ads using the Matched Audiences feature
62. Analyzing ad performance
63. Installing LinkedIn tracking pixel
64. Boosting sales through LinkedIn Sales Navigator
65. Writing an “About Us” section
66. Creating a Showcase page
67. Creating a career page
68. Using LinkedIn ads
69. Sharing company updates
70. Posting open jobs
71. Responding to comments
72. Sharing relevant content
73. Following similar brands
74. Creating Message Ads to send to prospective employees
75. Monitoring LinkedIn Analytics

Instagram

76. Optimizing your Instagram profile
77. Creating a target audience for ads



78. Setting up sponsored posts
79. Connecting Instagram and Facebook accounts
80. Posting original photo and video content
81. Creating live content with Instagram Live Video
82. Using AR filters on Instagram Stories
83. Posting to Instagram Stories
84. Re-posting user-generated content to Instagram Stories
85. Tagging relevant accounts
86. Setting up Shops on Instagram
87. Creating shoppable posts
88. Responding to comments and mentions
89. Using geotags to boost follower interaction
90. Creating a highlight reel to save and organize Instagram stories
91. Creating short video content on Instagram Reels
92. Using hashtags in post captions
93. Hosting Instagram contests to gain followers
94. Investing in Instagram ads
95. Creating an IGTV channel for longer format videos
96. Promoting products on IGTV videos and Instagram Reels
97. Analyzing Instagram Insights for performance tracking

YouTube

98. Signing up for a business YouTube account
99. Customizing your YouTube profile
100. Broadcasting on YouTube live
101. Scheduling and uploading videos
102. Advertising on YouTube
103. Vlogging to promote your company brand
104. Understanding YouTube demographics
105. Optimizing videos for increased views
106. Creating eye-catching thumbnails to gain more views
107. Writing creative captions for your YouTube content
108. Including your business website in video captions
109. Responding to and liking comments
110. Adding social media links to your banner
111. Organizing playlists
112. Adding closed captions to all YouTube videos
113. Creating ads on YouTube to increase your following
114. Subscribing to similar channels
115. Encouraging followers to like each video
116. Encouraging followers to subscribe to your channel
117. Analyzing YouTube Analytics for performance evaluation

Google My Business



118. Creating a Google My Business account
119. Claiming your business
120. Categorizing and verifying your business
121. Updating the information section on your business profile
122. Adding business attributes to ensure profile visibility
123. Populating your business profile
124. Adding company photos and videos
125. Enabling the messaging feature through your Business Profile
126. Responding to customer messages within 24 hours
127. Monitoring Google My Business Insights for performance tracking

Reputation Management
128. Responding to customer reviews on various platforms
129. Creating campaigns to generate more reviews
130. Creating QR codes to drive customer reviews
131. Monitoring search engine rankings for branded and relevant keywords
132. Analyzing customer sentiment across different channels
133. Addressing negative comments and feedback promptly and professionally
134. Issuing press releases and news updates to maintain a positive image
135. Tracking press release placements and news pickup
136. Updating your business listings and information across directories
137. Monitoring press mentions with tools like Google Alerts
138. Managing your reputation on review platforms like Yelp
139. Responding to Google reviews and other online feedback
140. Answering customer questions and concerns on Google My Business
141. Interacting with consumers via social media to build trust and credibility
142. Responding to questions on platforms like Quora and Reddit
143. Engaging with blog comments and forum discussions related to your industry
144. Monitoring competitors’ social media updates and reputation management strategies

Promotions
146. Developing contests and giveaways to promote your business or products
147. Designing contest pages and entry forms for your website or social media
148. Writing contest rules and guidelines to ensure fairness and legality
149. Promoting contests to relevant contest directories and communities
150. Promoting contests online through your website, social media, and email newsletters
151. Tracking the progress of contest entries and selecting winners
152. Announcing contest winners and distributing prizes or rewards
153. Offering coupon codes and discounts to incentivize purchases
154. Listing your events on local online event calendars and platforms
155. Promoting your events through your website and social media channels
156. Ordering branded premiums and merchandise to distribute at events and promotions
157. Creating and distributing digital coupons and vouchers online
158. Collaborating with influencers and partners for joint promotions and campaigns



159. Hosting webinars and online events to engage your audience and promote your
brand

160. Launching limited-time offers and flash sales to drive urgency and sales

Analytics
161. Interpreting data from Google Analytics to understand website traffic and user

behavior
162. Measuring the effectiveness of your search engine optimization (SEO) efforts
163. Performing competitor keyword analysis to identify opportunities and trends
164. Analyzing the lead generation and conversion funnel to optimize performance
165. Calculating the Cost per Acquisition (CPA) and Return on Investment (ROI) for

marketing campaigns
166. Reviewing ecommerce sales data to identify top-performing products and trends
167. Analyzing social media metrics and insights to track engagement and growth
168. Monitoring paid advertising campaigns and adjusting strategies based on

performance
169. Tracking customer service performance metrics like response time and satisfaction

rates
170. Analyzing influencer marketing campaigns to evaluate reach and impact
171. Running reports to track growth, response rates, and ROI across all marketing

channels
172. Conducting competitive analyses to benchmark performance and identify areas for

improvement
173. Responding to emerging trends and insights to stay ahead of competitors and

market shifts
174. Collecting data through customer surveys and feedback to inform decision-making
175. Utilizing data visualization tools and dashboards to present and communicate

insights effectively

Sales
176. Writing compelling sales proposals and presentations to pitch products or services
177. Creating lead capture forms and landing pages to capture prospect information
178. Writing persuasive sales follow-up emails and communications
179. Developing sales scripts and objection handling techniques for sales calls and

meetings
180. Defining target audiences and creating buyer personas to guide sales efforts
181. Developing effective call-to-action (CTA) strategies to drive conversions
182. Creating informative and engaging sales videos and product demonstrations
183. Setting up and conducting virtual sales meetings and demos using platforms like

Zoom
184. Incorporating artificial intelligence (AI) into your sales process to improve efficiency

and personalization
185. Submitting ecommerce products to shopping aggregators and marketplaces
186. Implementing lead scoring techniques to prioritize and qualify prospects



187. Creating product demonstrations, tutorials, and guides to educate prospects and
customers

188. Networking online with potential clients, partners, and industry professionals
189. Writing and sharing tips, how-to articles, and thought leadership content to build trust

and credibility
190. Researching and evaluating affiliate programs to expand your sales reach and

partnerships

Email Marketing
191. Choosing the right email marketing software vendor for your business needs
192. Designing visually appealing and responsive email newsletter templates
193. Creating interactive email designs to engage subscribers
194. Sharing user-generated content and testimonials through email campaigns
195. Distributing email newsletters with valuable content and offers
196. Writing compelling email newsletter copy to drive opens and clicks
197. Setting up trigger-based email sequences for automated follow-up and nurturing
198. Configuring and testing your email marketing software for optimal deliverability
199. Sending test emails to ensure proper rendering and functionality across devices
200. Segmenting your email list based on demographics, behavior, and preferences
201. Reviewing email campaign metrics such as open rates, click-through rates, and

conversions
202. Cleaning up your email database regularly to remove inactive or outdated contacts
203. Personalizing email messages with dynamic content and segmentation
204. Researching the best times and days to send email campaigns for maximum

engagement
205. Ensuring compliance with email marketing regulations and privacy laws
206. Integrating email marketing with other marketing channels for a cohesive customer

experience

Video
207. Developing a comprehensive video content strategy aligned with your business goals
208. Planning and scripting video content to convey key messages effectively
209. Hiring professional videographers or agencies to produce high-quality video content
210. Conducting keyword research and developing keyword lists for tagging videos
211. Writing engaging video descriptions optimized for search engines and viewers
212. Editing video content to enhance visual appeal and storytelling
213. Publishing video content on platforms such as YouTube, Vimeo, and social media
214. Promoting live video content through platforms like Facebook Live, Instagram Live,

and YouTube Live
215. Leveraging augmented reality (AR) filters and effects to enhance user engagement

on platforms like Instagram and Snapchat
216. Creating short-form video content for platforms like TikTok and Instagram Reels
217. Incorporating video content into your Google My Business listing to showcase your

business



218. Offering customers AR experiences to virtually try on products or visualize spaces
219. Using video content to demonstrate product features, tutorials, and customer

testimonials
220. Collaborating with influencers and partners to create co-branded video content
221. Monitoring video performance metrics such as views, watch time, and engagement
222. Analyzing audience demographics and behavior to optimize future video content
223. Responding to comments and inquiries on video platforms to foster engagement and

community building

Advertising
225. Developing compelling ad copy that resonates with your target audience and drives

action
226. Designing visually appealing ad units optimized for various platforms and devices
227. Creating strategic ad campaigns across social media platforms, search engines, and

display networks
228. Developing paid pay-per-click (PPC) advertisements targeting specific keywords and

demographics
229. Creating virtual ads for platforms like Snapchat and TikTok to engage younger

audiences
230. Using AR lenses and filters to create interactive and immersive ad experiences
231. Monitoring and optimizing Facebook Ad campaigns to improve performance and ROI
232. Creating Facebook Messenger ads to engage users and drive conversions through

messaging
233. Researching and joining relevant affiliate programs to expand your advertising reach
234. Running retargeted ad campaigns to re-engage website visitors and abandoned cart

users
235. Setting up and managing ad campaigns in Google Ads to reach customers through

search and display networks
236. Running ads on LinkedIn to target professionals and decision-makers in your

industry
237. Estimating audience size and reach for Facebook ads to optimize targeting and

budget allocation
238. Buying ad space on specific or niche websites to reach highly targeted audiences
239. Leveraging programmatic advertising platforms to automate ad buying and

optimization
240. Testing different ad creatives, targeting options, and bidding strategies to optimize

performance and ROI

Public Relations
241. Developing a comprehensive crisis communication plan to manage reputational risks

and emergencies effectively
242. Organizing virtual conferences, webinars, and meetings to engage stakeholders and

share important updates



243. Repurposing existing content across multiple channels and formats to maximize
reach and impact

244. Strengthening your company’s internal communication strategy to foster
collaboration and alignment

245. Developing company messages and narratives to support social causes and
corporate social responsibility initiatives

246. Commenting on articles, blog posts, and social media discussions to participate in
industry conversations and build thought leadership

247. Documenting online media placements and mentions to track and showcase PR
efforts and successes

248. Following up with recipients of product samples or review copies to gather feedback
and insights

249. Pitching bloggers, journalists, and influencers to secure coverage and endorsements
for your brand

250. Writing and distributing press releases to announce company news, product
launches, and other important updates

251. Submitting press releases through online wire services to reach a wider audience
and improve visibility

252. Sending out product samples and review copies to influencers, journalists, and
industry insiders

253. Searching social media platforms for influencers and micro-influencers to collaborate
with

254. Reviewing online forums, communities, and social media platforms for consumer
feedback and sentiment

255. Responding to consumer feedback and inquiries on company social media channels
to build trust and credibility

256. Creating online media kits to provide journalists and influencers with relevant
information and resources

Website Management
257. Designing and optimizing web graphics, images, and visual elements to enhance

user experience and branding
258. Editing website copy and content to ensure accuracy, clarity, and relevance
259. Fixing broken links, errors, and issues on the company website to improve usability

and SEO
260. Installing tracking codes and analytics tools to monitor website traffic and user

behavior
261. Renewing domains and hosting plans to ensure uninterrupted website availability

and performance
262. Sourcing high-quality images and visual assets to accompany blog posts, articles,

and social media updates
263. Monitoring website traffic and performance metrics to identify trends, patterns, and

opportunities for improvement



264. Securing your website with quality security software, SSL certificates, and encryption
protocols

265. Creating a mobile-friendly website optimized for smartphones and tablets to improve
accessibility and user experience

266. Publishing regular blog posts and articles to provide valuable content and attract
organic traffic

267. Bookmarking blog content on social bookmarking sites to increase visibility and drive
traffic

268. Guest writing for industry blogs or websites to expand your reach and establish
thought leadership

269. Recruiting guest bloggers and contributors to provide diverse perspectives and
expertise

270. Researching and evaluating bloggers and influencers for potential collaborations and
partnerships

Customer Service
271. Developing comprehensive customer service plans and strategies to ensure

customer satisfaction and loyalty
272. Responding to customer questions, inquiries, and feedback on social media

platforms in a timely and professional manner
273. Creating Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) pages on your company website to

address common customer queries
274. Creating instructional videos and tutorials to help customers troubleshoot issues and

use your products or services effectively
275. Setting up chatbots to provide automated responses and assistance to customers on

your website and social media channels
276. Sending chatbot leads and inquiries to the appropriate departments or teams for

follow-up and resolution
277. Setting up chatbot autoresponders to acknowledge customer inquiries and provide

relevant information
278. Answering customer questions and resolving issues via chatbot conversations to

improve efficiency and satisfaction
279. Promptly responding to customer questions and reviews on Google My Business to

maintain a positive online reputation
280. Monitoring customer service performance metrics such as response time, resolution

rate, and customer satisfaction scores
281. Offering proactive support and assistance to customers through proactive outreach

and communication
282. Implementing feedback mechanisms such as surveys and feedback forms to gather

insights and improve service quality
283. Providing personalized support and recommendations based on customer

preferences, behavior, and purchase history
284. Offering multiple channels for customer support, including phone, email, live chat,

and social media, to accommodate diverse needs and preferences



285. Training customer service staff on social media involvement and best practices for
engaging with customers online

286. Offering staff emotional intelligence training to improve empathy, communication, and
conflict resolution skills

287. Creating a collaborative virtual environment where customers can interact with each
other and share experiences and tips

288. Speaking at industry conferences and meetings to share insights, best practices, and
success stories related to customer service excellence

289. Sitting through demos of customer service tools and platforms to evaluate their
features, functionality, and suitability for your business needs

Project Management
291. Getting content approved by key stakeholders to ensure alignment with brand

guidelines and objectives
292. Posting jobs or Requests for Proposals (RFPs) online to recruit staff or vendors for

specific projects or initiatives
293. Giving in-person and virtual presentations on your work, projects, and achievements

to internal and external stakeholders
294. Formatting documents such as Excel spreadsheets, PowerPoint presentations, and

Word documents to ensure clarity and professionalism
295. Writing case studies of projects or clients to showcase your expertise, capabilities,

and results
296. Updating editorial calendars to plan and organize content creation and publication

schedules
297. Training staff on social media involvement and best practices for representing the

brand online
298. Offering staff emotional intelligence training to improve collaboration, communication,

and team dynamics
299. Creating a collaborative virtual environment where team members can share ideas,

collaborate on projects, and communicate effectively
300. Speaking at industry conferences and meetings to share insights, best practices, and

success stories related to project management and collaboration
301. Sitting through demos of marketing tools and dashboards to evaluate their features,

functionality, and suitability for project management needs
302. Using Google Trends to analyze popular search queries and topics related to your

industry, products, and services
303. Sending thank you notes or emails to customers to express gratitude for their

support, feedback, or patronage
304. Posting thank you messages to your company's social media platforms to

acknowledge and appreciate customer engagement and loyalty
305. Reviewing metrics, metrics, metrics to track progress, performance, and ROI across

various projects and initiatives
306. Reviewing reports with clients to provide updates, insights, and recommendations for

ongoing improvement and optimization



307. Researching the latest digital marketing trends, tools, and technologies to stay
informed and competitive in your industry

Search Engine Optimization
308. Developing comprehensive keyword lists targeting relevant search terms and

phrases related to your business, products, and services
309. Optimizing your website for voice search technology by incorporating natural

language and conversational keywords and phrases
310. Developing a mobile-friendly website design and user experience to improve

accessibility and performance on smartphones and tablets
311. Refreshing low-performing website pages with updated content, keywords, and

optimization strategies to improve visibility and ranking
312. Implementing structured data markup on your company’s website to enhance search

engine understanding and visibility of your content
313. Decreasing website load time by optimizing images, reducing server response time,

and minimizing code bloat and unnecessary scripts
314. Optimizing website images by using descriptive filenames, alt text, and captions to

improve accessibility and SEO
315. Fixing technical SEO issues such as broken links, duplicate content, and crawl errors

to improve website indexing and ranking
316. Establishing local visibility with Google My Business by optimizing your profile,

adding accurate business information, and encouraging customer reviews
317. Ensuring content is created around primary keywords and topics relevant to your

target audience and industry
318. Appropriately naming images on the company website using descriptive filenames

and keywords to improve search engine visibility
319. Choosing anchor text for backlinks that is descriptive, relevant, and optimized for

target keywords and landing pages
320. Distributing articles to article submission websites and directories to build backlinks

and increase referral traffic
321. Listing the company in online local business directories and citation sources to

improve local search visibility and authority
322. Listing the company website in niche directories and industry-specific resources to

attract relevant traffic and build authority in your niche
323. Managing relationships with major search engines such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo

to ensure compliance with guidelines and best practices
324. Pinging sites after new content has been published to notify search engines of

updates and expedite indexing
325. Renaming files on the company website to optimize for search engines by using

descriptive filenames and keywords
326. Writing blog content based on a keyword strategy to attract organic traffic and

engage visitors with valuable information and insights
327. Writing article content to publish online on relevant platforms and publications to

build authority, credibility, and backlinks



328. Reviewing website backlinks regularly to monitor quality, relevance, and authority,
and to identify and address any toxic or harmful links


